Precision lattice spacing comparison measurements at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provide traceability of X-ray wavelength and powder diffraction standards to the international system of units (SI). Here, we both summarize and document key measurements from the last two decades on six lots of intrinsic float-zone silicon, including unpublished results and recent internal-consistency checks. The comparison measurements link the unknown lattice spacing of a test crystal to a standard crystal for which the lattice spacing has been accurately determined by X-ray/optical interferometry in units traceable to the definition of the meter. The crystal that serves as the standard in all the comparisons is WASO 04, for which the lattice spacing is known with a relative uncertainty of 5 × 10 ; taking material variability into account, measurements yield relative uncertainties for the test materials of a few tens of nanometers. It is observed that in the case of nearly perfect modern intrinsic float-zone silicon, the variability of the lattice spacing is sufficiently small that for most diffraction applications, a recommended reference value may be used.
Introduction
In the early 1990s, a crystal diffraction instrument was developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the accurate comparison of crystal lattice spacing values. The original instrument, commonly called the NIST lattice comparator or, colloquially, the "delta-d" machine, is described in detail in Ref. [1] . Through the last 25 years, this instrument has been operational in four different locations at the NIST Gaithersburg, MD laboratory (two locations in the basement of Building 221, the Advanced Measurement Laboratory [AML] , and the first floor of Building 223) and the responsibility of two NIST laboratories (Physical Measurement Laboratory [PML] and Materials Measurement Laboratory [MML] ). From 1998 to 2011, the NIST lattice comparator played an important role in the International Avogadro Project by measuring lattice parameter variations in highly perfect isotopically natural silicon material and highly enriched 28 Si material [2] [3] [4] . More recently, the scope of ray path is sensed. More localized lattice spacing variations have been measured using a reflective geometry lattice comparator coupled to a synchrotron radiation source [17] . The traceability of the standard is discussed in Sec. 3.1. The lattice spacings of the standard and the unknown are compared to the lattice spacing of the first long crystal. Then, the lattice spacing of the first long crystal is eliminated by subtraction to obtain the relative lattice spacing difference between the standard and the unknown crystals.
The design of the NIST lattice comparator closely follows the symmetric Laue case geometry suggested by Hart [18] . However, the NIST lattice comparator, schematically shown in Fig. 1 , includes several features that contribute to accurate comparison of lattice parameters. The lattice comparator has two sources, two detectors, and shutters that allow nearly simultaneous recording of profiles for x rays traversing the dashed (source S1 to detector D2) and solid (source S2 to detector D1) paths. Since the two profiles are essentially recorded at the same time, drifts related to temperature and instrument stability are minimized. The first and second crystal thicknesses are chosen and matched so that the profiles exhibit pronounced Pendellösung oscillations that aid in the determination of the angular separation between the two profiles. For the NIST lattice comparator, the target crystal thickness is 0.455 mm. The standard and unknown crystals reside on a transport device that allows automatic interchange of the samples. In a typical data run lasting 14 to 20 h, 16 to 24 sets of profiles are recorded, equally divided between the standard and the unknown crystals.
The typical uncertainty of a single data run is 5 to 10 × 10 −9 , which includes statistical components (3 to 9 × 10 −9 ) and three systematic components: crystal temperature (3 × 10 −9 ); crystal alignment (1 × 10 −9 ); and location of X-ray paths and crystals (3 × 10 −9 ). A lattice comparison always includes multiple data runs (usually five or more), each of which contains approximately the same number of profiles. The lattice comparison uncertainties given in this paper are the standard deviation (coverage factor k = 1) obtained from the multiple data runs and are usually in the 5 to 20 × 10 −9 range. 1 . Sketch of the lattice comparator instrument, where S1 and S2 are X-ray sources; C1 and C2 are crystals; D1 and D2 are detectors; and DP is the diffraction profile.
As measurements presented in this paper confirm, the Si feed stock, from which diffraction crystals and lattice comparator crystals are cut, exhibits relative lattice spacing variability in the neighborhood of 25 × 10 −9 . Thus, it is appropriate to include an additional variability uncertainty term in the determination of the lattice parameter of a Si boule and a particular diffraction crystal. Furthermore, the measurements in Sec. 8 focus on measuring the variability of 30 kg to 40 kg of Si material. For SRMs, the preferred https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 uncertainty is two standard deviations (k = 2, 95 % confidence limits), and the lattice parameters determined in this section honor this preference.
Lattice Comparator Crystals
This study involved samples of high-quality natural silicon material that fit into three categories: standard crystals for which the lattice spacing has been accurately measured, transfer crystals that provide a link to the standard crystals, and silicon material for which the lattice spacing is being determined. The standard and transfer crystal materials have been the subject of many publications over 40 years, and, unfortunately, the identification of the materials has not always been consistent. All of the standard and transfer silicon materials used in this paper were also included in the 2014 CODATA recommended values of the fundamental physical constants [15] . The names of the stock materials, including the simplified forms, were taken from the CODATA publication.
Standard Crystals
The desired outcome of most lattice comparison measurements is the lattice spacing of the unknown crystal with the smallest possible uncertainty. Thus, the lattice spacing of the standard crystal must be known with high accuracy. The most accurate measurements of the lattice spacing of silicon are made with combined X-ray/optical interferometers, where the optical path is connected to the definition of the meter in the International System of Units (SI). A silicon sample that is adjacent to silicon material used in an Xray/optical interferometer measurement is the preferred material for a standard lattice comparator crystal. X-ray/optical interferometer measurements have been reported by four national measurement institutes over a span of about 40 years. The silicon material used in the X-ray/optical interferometers came from a variety of sources with different impurity and defect concentrations. Over the years, the crystals improved in perfection, and the measurement apparatus improved in sophistication and accuracy.
In 1973, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS; now NIST) published the first X-ray/optical interferometer (XROI) measurement value for the lattice spacing of a Si crystal produced by Dow Chemical. 1 The relative uncertainty of this measurement was 3 × 10 −7 [19, 20] . In 1981, the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) reported an X-ray/optical interferometer measurement of the lattice spacing of a Si material produced by Wacker-Chemitronic called WASO 4.2a [21] . The relative uncertainty of this measurement was 6 × 10 −8 . Because the quantity of this material was very limited, the lattice spacing difference between WASO 4.2a and a material called WASO 17 (shortened to W17) was also measured at PTB [22] . A sample of the W17 material was given to NIST, and a lattice comparator crystal was cut and etched. For early lattice comparison measurements, the NIST W17 lattice comparator crystal served as the standard crystal (see Sec. 8.2) .
In 1994, the Istituto di Metrologia "G. Colonnetti" (IMGC) published an X-ray/optical interferometer measurement of the lattice spacing of a Si crystal, MO*, grown and purified by Montecatini. The relative uncertainty of this measurement was approximately 3 × 10 −8 [23] . In 1997, the National Research Laboratory of Metrology (NRLM) reported a lattice spacing value for a Si crystal produced by Shin-Etsu Semiconductor called NRLM3 (shortened to NR3) [24] . The relative uncertainty of this measurement was 5 × 10
. Additional X-ray/optical interferometer measurements were reported for the PTB WASO 4.2a crystal in 2007 [25] and 2009 [26] , for the IMGC MO* crystal in 2004 [27, 28] , 2007 [25] , and 2009 [26] , and for the National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ; formerly NRLM) NR3 crystal in 2004 [27, 28] . The 2009 measurements were performed at the Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica (INRIM; formerly IMGC) using an improved apparatus that is briefly described later in this section.
In conjunction with a research project to determine the Avogadro constant, an ingot of hyperpure floatzone natural silicon crystal was produced by Wacker-Siltronic (Germany) in 1995. The ingot was approximately 165 cm long and 100 mm in diameter, and it was grown with slight nitrogen doping to https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 prevent precipitation of vacancies and self-interstitials. The concentrations of impurities, vacancies, and self-interstitials of this ingot, called WASO 04 (shortened to W04), were carefully studied [29] . The lattice parameter of the W04 material was first determined by combining lattice comparison measurements [3, 30] with the absolute lattice spacing values of the WASO 4.2a and NR3 materials [29, 31] . The relative uncertainty of the lattice parameter of the W04 material was dominated by the uncertainty of the WASO 4.2a and NR3 measurements given earlier herein.
Although eventually a highly enriched 28 Si crystal was produced for the determination of the Avogadro constant, the W04 ingot was used to provide proof of the procedures for the determination of the Avogadro constant by the X-ray crystal density method. The W04 ingot was cut into portions and distributed to national measurement institutes that participated in the determination of the Avogadro constant. Two Xray/optical interferometers specimens were cut from the 87 cm position of the ingot, and absolute lattice spacing measurements were performed at INRIM using a significantly improved apparatus. The displacement of the movable crystal was extended to 5 cm with nanoradian alignment and nanometer straightness [32, 33] . The results from the two interferometers were in excellent agreement, with a relative uncertainty of 5 × 10 −9 , which is nearly an order of magnitude more accurate than earlier lattice parameter measurements. At the 87 cm position:
W04 d220 = 192.015 570 2(10) × 10 −12 m at 22.5 °C and 0 Pa (vacuum) [4, 32, 33] . The X-ray/optical interferometer measurements were performed near 22.5 °C and at 0 Pa. Corrections to account for small deviation from 22.5 °C are described later in this section.
NIST received a sample with 3 cm thickness from the 12 cm to 15 cm region and a sample with 20 cm thickness from the 123 cm to 143 cm region from the W04 ingot. Lattice comparator crystals were cut and etched from material at the 12 cm, the 123 cm, and the 143 cm positions. The crystal from the 143 cm position has been used as the standard lattice comparator crystal for comparisons with 28 Si samples and for some of the lattice comparisons reported by NIST. By taking into account the variation of the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen concentrations along the W04 boule, the absolute lattice spacing of the NIST-W04 (shortened to NW04) standard lattice comparator crystal from the 143 cm position was determined to be:
NW04 d220 = 192.015 569 6(10) × 10 −12 m at 22.5 °C and 0 Pa [4] . In this paper, all of the lattice parameter values determined for previously unknown samples are traceable to the particular NW04 d220 lattice comparator standard or the W04 boule. Transfer crystals are used to link the unknown samples to the W04 boule as described in the next section.
Crystals for which the lattice spacings were determined in this paper are likely to be used at various temperatures and atmospheric pressures. Thus, the reported lattice spacings may need to be adjusted for thermal expansion and atmospheric compressibility. The thermal expansion coefficients for natural silicon are given in Ref. [34] :
, where t and t0 are in °C, α0 = 2.5554(2) × 10
, and α1 = 4.58(4) × 10
. The compressibility of silicon by atmospheric pressure is calculated by (dp − dvac)/dvac = −εp, where p is the pressure in Pa. Values for ε have been determined from interferometric measurements of the length change, ε = 3.337(50) × 10 [34] , and calculated from measurements of the elastic moduli, ε = 3.406(10) × 10 −12 Pa −1 [35] . The elastic moduli were calculated from ultrasonic wave velocities. At present, there is no clear explanation for the 2 % difference in these values. Differences in the silicon samples used in the two methods (defects, impurities, dislocations) may be a possible explanation. For the interferometric measurements, the silicon sample was high purity and free of dislocations and defects. Silicon samples used in the earlier elastic moduli measurements were only described as high-purity single crystals. The compressibility for p = 101 325 Pa (1 atmosphere) is (dp − dvac)/dvac = −3.381(51) × 10 −7 (from interferometric measurements) and −3.451(10) × 10 −7 (from elastic moduli). These two numbers differ by 7 × 10 −9 , which is an unacceptably large discrepancy for lattice parameter values associated with fundamental constants. However, for diffraction crystal lattice parameter values, where the relative uncertainty of angle measurements is typically a few tens in 10 −8 , this discrepancy and the uncertainty of the compressibility coefficient add only minor contributions to the total uncertainty. Because the compressibility coefficient . Table 1 provides a summary of the standard crystals used in this paper. 
Transfer Crystals
Some of the lattice parameter values in this paper are directly linked to the W04 material through a comparison of the NW04 standard to the material for which the lattice parameter is unknown. Other lattice parameter values are linked to the W04 material through two comparisons using transfer crystals. The three transfer crystals that are used in this paper have already been identified in the previous section: W17, MO*, and NR3. Samples from these three materials have been compared to a sample from W04 at PTB. Other samples from the W17, MO*, and NR3 materials have been compared to crystals for which the lattice spacings are unknown at NIST. By combining the PTB and NIST lattice comparisons, the crystals for which the lattice spacings are unknown are linked to the W04 material. For the W04 sample used in the PTB comparisons, we use the X-ray/optical interferometer W04 d220 absolute value at the 87 cm position given in Table 1 . Because of likely small differences between the comparison samples used at PTB and NIST, the relative uncertainties for measurements traceable to the W04 d220 value are increased by 25 × 10 −9 .
Crystals Under Investigation
In this study, the lattice spacings were determined of high-quality silicon material obtained in six acquisitions. The suppliers of the material were Wacker (four distinct lots), Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI), and Topsil Semiconductor, Denmark. The lattice spacing results are presented in Sec. 4 through 8, in which the material is identified as WS1 (Wacker), ILL (SERI), WS2 (Wacker), WS3-PBD (Wacker), WS3-SRM (Wacker), WS4-SRM (Wacker), and TS-SRM (Topsil Semiconductor). The concentration of possible impurities in the six acquisitions was not included in this study.
As stated in the introduction, one of the main goals of the comparison measurements is lattice spacing values for crystals that are being used in diffraction instruments to measure X-ray and gamma-ray wavelengths. In most cases, the diffraction and lattice comparison crystals are cut from adjacent parts of the silicon material. Although the distribution of impurity concentrations within a particular silicon material was not included in this study, the close proximity of the diffraction and lattice comparison crystals minimizes possible variations due to impurity concentrations.
Crystals for the NIST Vacuum Double Crystal and Gamma-Ray Spectrometers
A boule of high-quality silicon was purchased from Wacker in approximately 1985. Because four of the six silicon acquisitions came from Wacker, this material was named WS1 and was used as the feedstock for diffraction crystals used in the NIST VDCS and at the high-resolution flat-crystal gamma-ray (GAMS4) facility at the ILL. Both of these installations accurately measure diffraction angles, which, when combined with the lattice spacing of the diffracting crystals, lead to accurate wavelength values [36] [37] [38] [39] traceable to the definition of the meter. Detailed descriptions of the NIST VDCS and the GAMS4 facility can be found in Ref. [6] and Ref. [8] , respectively. The NIST lattice comparator was used to compare a sample of the WS1 material to the NW04 standard crystal and to the transfer crystals that are linked to the W04 standard. Three pairs of diffraction crystals were cut from the WS1 material for the NIST VDCS instrument. These three pairs of crystals had different orientations (planes parallel to the surface of the crystal), providing the NIST VDCS with a pair of Si(111), a pair of Si(220), and a pair of Si(311) measurement crystals. The lattice spacing comparison measurements used the Si(220) planes in transmission. Using the cubic structure of the silicon crystal, the lattice parameter a was determined from the Si(220) lattice spacing and used to obtain lattice spacings of the other planes via , where d is the lattice spacing; a the lattice parameter; and h, k, and l are the Miller indices.
Six gamma-ray diffraction crystals, using Si(220) in transmission, were cut from the WS1 silicon with thicknesses of 1.6 mm, 2.7 mm, 4.4 mm, and 6.9 mm for the GAMS4 facility. Duplicate crystals were made for each of the two thinnest dimensions to bring the total to six. A drawing of the gamma-ray crystal and a list of the available crystals are given in Ref. [8] .
Two lattice comparator crystals were cut from the WS1 material and etched to remove surface damage. The feedstock for one of the lattice comparator crystals, called WS1A, was adjacent to material used for the 6.9 mm gamma-ray crystal. The location of the other crystal, called WS1B, relative to the VDCS and the gamma-ray crystals is unknown. The lattice spacing difference between the NW04 standard crystal and each of these crystals was measured in September 2016. The data included 129 profiles of the NW04 standard, 77 profiles of the WS1A crystal, and 50 profiles of the WS1B crystal. The measured lattice spacing differences are: (dWS1A − dNW04)/dNW04 = −14(3) × 10 −9 and (dWS1B − dNW04)/dNW04 = −25(9) × 10 −9
. The uncertainties are the standard deviation of repeated data sets with the WS1A and WS1B crystals. The two values are consistent within the uncertainties, but the two crystals may have slightly different lattice spacings because they were taken from different locations in the WS1 boule. To obtain a lattice spacing value for the WS1 material, we chose to average these two lattice spacing differences to obtain (dWS1 − dNW04)/dNW04 = −20(9) × 10 −9
. The relative uncertainty was increased by 25 × 10 −9 to take into account possible lattice spacing variations in the WS1 material. In Table 2 , the lattice spacing difference and the NW04 lattice spacing value are combined to obtain a value for the WS1 d220. 10(12) × 10 An alternate approach to the lattice spacing of the WS1 material connects the WS1 material to the W04 boule through lattice comparisons made at PTB and NIST. Eight crystals from different boules, suppliers, and national laboratories are involved: four crystals at PTB-W04, MO*, NR3, and W17; four crystals at NIST-WS1A, MO*, NR3, and W17. The MO*, NR3, and W17 samples were supplied by INRIM, NMIJ, and PTB, respectively. At PTB, the W04 sample was compared to the MO*, NR3, and W17 samples supplied to PTB [30] . At NIST, the WS1A sample was compared to the MO*, NR3, and N17 samples supplied to NIST. The NIST measurements were completed from October 1998 to March 1999. There are likely small differences between the samples of the transfer crystals, MO*, NR3, and W17, used at NIST and PTB. Similarly, the W04 sample used in the comparisons at PTB likely differs slightly from the W04 d220 standard given earlier herein. The input values for the determination of the WS1 d220 are given in Table  3 . The relative uncertainties of the average (dWS1 − dW04)/dW04 value were increased by 25 × 10 −9 to account for the variability of the MO*, NR3, W17, and W04 samples.
The excellent agreement between the two routes to the WS1 d220 value provides confidence in the lattice comparison measurements at both PTB and NIST. A value for the lattice spacing of the WS1 material was published in 2006 in Ref. [39] . However, that value was based on an unpublished lattice spacing value from "CODATA Recommended Values of the Fundamental Physical Constants: 1998" [40] . Although, the published 2006 WS1 lattice spacing, d220 = 192.0155 745(96) × 10 −12 , agrees within the uncertainty with the more accurate values reported here, the value in Table 2 is preferred because it relies on only one lattice comparison.
Other Crystals for the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
A small quantity of high-quality silicon was given to NIST by Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI), now the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), in the early 1980s. Two diffraction crystals (2.5 mm thick) were cut from this material and used to measure gamma-ray wavelengths at the ILL. A crystal appropriate for the lattice comparator was cut from material adjacent to the 2.5 mm crystals. See Ref. [8] for a drawing of the gamma-ray crystals. A lattice comparison measurement involving the silicon material from SERI is included in the 2014 CODATA recommended values of the fundamental physical constants, where the material is called ILL [15] . We also use the ILL designation for this material.
The lattice parameter of the ILL material can be related to the W04 standards using two paths that are similar to those described in the previous section for the WS1 material. The first scenario begins with the lattice spacing of the NW04 crystal and uses the WS1 to NW04 comparison presented in the previous section and the ILL to WS1 comparison in Ref. [39] . The ILL to WS1 comparison was completed in December 2000 to January 2001. Numerical values for the lattice comparisons are included in Table 4 , where an additional relative uncertainty of 25 × 10 −9 was introduced in the (dILL − dNW04)/dNW04 uncertainty to account for the variability of the samples.
https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 The second approach is based on the absolute lattice parameter of the W04 boule and uses the three PTB lattice comparisons that were included in the previous section [30] . At NIST, the ILL sample was compared to the MO*, NR3, and W17 samples in July 1998, and the lattice spacing differences were published in Ref. [38] . Values for all six lattice comparisons are included in Table 5 . Similar to the WS1 material, the relative uncertainty of the average (dILL − dW04)/dW04 value was increased by 25 × 10 −9 to account for the variability of the MO*, NR3, W17, and W04 samples.
These two ways of determining the lattice spacing of the ILL silicon involve nine lattice comparator crystals and eight lattice parameter comparisons made at two laboratories. The two values, which agree very well, were averaged to obtain a final value for the lattice parameter of the ILL material: ILL d220 = 192.015 572 1(64) × 10 −12 m at 22.5 °C and 0 Pa. In two earlier publications, numerical values for the ILL lattice parameter were presented. One of these values was based on less accurate absolute lattice spacing values from PTB, INRIM, and NMIJ [38] . The other one was based on an unpublished lattice spacing value from the "CODATA Recommended Values of the Fundamental Physical Constants: 1998" [39, 40] . Within the uncertainties, the earlier published values agree with the ILL d220 value given here. However, this new value is preferred because it is linked to a more accurate absolute lattice parameter measurement. 
Crystals for the LKB Vacuum Double Crystal Spectrometer
The vacuum double crystal spectrometer (DCS) at the LKB in Paris, France, was built to perform precision measurements on X-ray transitions in highly charged ions to test quantum electrodynamics (QED) theories [41] . The DCS was designed and built to operate in vacuum and to be attached to an Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source (ECRIS) to directly observe the highly charged ion plasma [42] . The DCS described in [9] , in addition to providing reference-free line energy measurements with a relative https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 accuracy of 1 × 10
, can also be a tool to determine transition probabilities and ion temperatures inside a highly charged ion plasma [43] .
The crystals for the DCS and the associated lattice comparison measurement were described in a recent publication [9] . In addition, an absolute lattice parameter value traceable to the NW04 standard was provided in Table 1 of that publication. Only a few details are included here in order to provide a more complete record of NIST lattice comparator activities.
The feedstock for the DCS silicon diffraction crystals was purchased from Wacker-Siltronic by the University of Missouri and then transferred to NIST around 1990. This feedstock is designated WS2. Four LKB diffraction crystals were cut from the WS2 material, along with a lattice comparator diffraction crystal. The WS2 lattice comparator diffraction crystal was compared to the NW04 standard in January 2006 with the following result: (dWS2 − dNW04)/dNW04 = −23(5) × 10 −9
. Before adjusting the absolute NW04 lattice spacing by the measured lattice spacing difference between the WS2 material and the NW04 standard, an uncertainty of 25 × 10 −9 was included to account for possible sample variability. In Ref. [9] , a relative uncertainty of 10 × 10 −9 was included to account for possible sample variability, which we now believe was underestimated. The determination of the lattice spacing of the WS2 material is summarized in Table 6 . 
Crystals for the NIST Parallel Beam Diffractometer
The Materials Measurement Science Division of the NIST MML supports a program in X-ray metrology that provides widely used SRMs for powder diffraction. To provide for this, a diffractometer was built to perform SI traceable lattice parameter measurements on powders, single crystals, and the layer spacing of thin film structures. Using suitable reference crystals, it is also capable of measuring X-ray emission spectra in an SI traceable manner. The machine has been under development for some 20 years; however, publications have been relatively recent. Because the optics of the machine provide a parallel incident beam, it is called the parallel beam diffractometer. The machine includes a Rigaku 15 kW rotating anode X-ray source and a range of optics, including a graded parabolic mirror and two Si Bartels monochromator assemblies of low and high resolution. The goniometer consists of two stacked, Huber 430 rotation stages equipped with Heidenhain RON-905 angle encoders. The machine's goniometer assembly has been calibrated using the circle closure method, which provides SI traceability in angle measurement [7, 44, 45] . The machine is located in the subterranean Building 219 of AML; the space is temperature controlled to 0.01 °C during measurements. A range of analyzers is also available, and the detector used is typically a Dectris Pilatus 100K X-ray camera. The machine can be set up as a double crystal diffractometer using two channel-cut 3-bounce silicon (440) reference crystals for an SI traceable analysis of emission spectra [46] .
The silicon feedstock for the channel-cut crystals of the PBD and the associated lattice comparator crystals was purchased from Wacker-Siltronic in 2005 primarily as feedstock for the powder diffraction SRMs 640d, 640e, and 640f. Measurements on the variability of the lattice spacing along the boule (boule number 5061 553, 108 cm long) are included in the next section on SRMs. Although most of this boule, with a total length of 108 cm, was pulverized for use in powder SRMs, a small portion of this material, subboule #5061 553/090 (see Fig. 7 in next section) was retained and used for the channel-cut crystal. The channel-cut crystal and the lattice comparator crystals were cut from a silicon disk that was 24 mm thick and 102 mm diameter, as shown in Fig. 2 . For ease of identification, this silicon boule is called WS3, and this particular portion of the WS3 boule is called WS3-PBD. Because the lattice comparator cannot accommodate a crystal that is 102 cm long, two lattice comparator crystals were made, one 54 mm long (crystal A) and the other 48 mm long (crystal B).
The two unknown crystals were compared to the NW04 standard. Each crystal was compared at five locations along the face of the crystal, and several of the measurements were repeated to ensure reproducibility of the data. The comparison of the unknown crystals to the NW04 standard occurred in August and September 2013.
The results of the comparison of the WS3-PBD material to the NW04 standard are given in Table 7 and Fig. 3 . . Crystals A and B were supported in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 6 at the approximate radial positions −23 mm and +28 mm, respectively. The distribution of the points in Fig. 3 suggests possible lattice distortion due to gravity, which was not further studied.
Although the measurements in Table 7 are along only one diameter of the WS3-PBD material, the spread in the measurements supports the inclusion of a relative uncertainty term of approximately 25 × 10 −9 for sample to sample variability. A histogram of the measurement results presented in Table 7 is shown in Fig. 4 . WS3-PBD silicon and the NW04 standard. Table 8 contains the numerical values used in these calculations. 
Standard Reference Materials
The NIST lattice comparator has played a critical role in determining the variability and absolute lattice parameters of single-crystal silicon used to produce powder diffraction SRMs. The feedstock for powder diffraction SRMs has been purchased in kilogram quantities as single-crystal silicon. After characterization with the lattice comparator, the silicon is crushed and jet milled into a powder having a narrow crystallite size distribution with a median of approximately 4 μm and a cutoff at 1 μm. This size range ensures that the powder is optimal for the powder diffraction experiment and displays a minimum level of size broadening. It is then annealed [47] to eliminate crystallographic defects induced by comminution that lead to strain broadening of the profiles. This annealing is performed in gettered argon at 1000 °C; the partial pressure of oxygen is sufficiently low during the annealing process that the surface is oxide free [48] . A uniform native oxide layer forms immediately upon exposure to air.
The powder SRMs themselves are certified in batches, the size of which is determined from the sales rates and an anticipated recertification interval of 5 to 7 years. These batches are typically much smaller than the lots of the single-crystal silicon initially purchased. When the stocks of a given certification are exhausted, a renewal of the SRM is certified with a suffix letter incremented for each renewal. Hence, SRM 640e is the sixth certification of SRM 640, originally certified in 1973. The certification of the powders involves an SI traceable measurement of the lattice parameter [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] on the NIST-built divergent beam diffractometer [49] . With these certifications, NIST has always measured a larger lattice parameter from the powders (0.543 117 9 nm for SRM 640e) than that of bulk single crystals (0.543 101 9 nm for the SRM 640d, 640e, and 640f raw material, at a temperature of 22.5 °C and a pressure of 101 325 Pa [atmospheric pressure]). This is due to the fact that the oxide layer is in a state of compression [50] and thus exhibits a hydrostatic tensile stress on the crystallite, expanding its apparent lattice parameter.
Knowledge of the uniformity of the lattice spacing of these large quantities of single-crystal silicon is essential for ensuring high-quality powder diffraction SRMs. The lattice comparator was used to certify two lots of SRM feedstock. In 1997, ten cylinders (30.4 kg) of single-crystal silicon with a diameter of 75 mm were purchased from Topsil identified as TS-SRM material. In 2005, two boules of single-crystal silicon (eight cylinders, 39.3 kg) with a diameter of 102 mm were acquired from Wacker-Siltronic, named WS3-SRM and WS4-SRM. Samples were taken from the boules (cylinders) of feedstock, and diffraction crystals appropriate for the lattice comparator were shaped with a diamond saw and etched to remove surface damage. Both the radial variation and longitudinal variation of the lattice parameter in the cylinders were measured. Figure 5 shows the cutting plan for the crystals used for lattice comparison. The crystals were cut from the feedstock to permit lattice comparison along a boule diameter. Figure 6 is a photograph of a lattice comparator crystal from the WS4 silicon material. 
Powder Diffraction SRMs 640d, 640e, and 640f
The feedstock for the WS3-SRM and WS4-SRM materials was obtained from Wacker-Siltronic. The WS3-SRM and WS4-SRM materials came from boules 5061 553 and 5061 495, respectively, which were each about 110 cm long. Each boule was cut into four cylinders and identified by Wacker-Siltronic with the numbers given in Table 9 . The first seven numbers identify the long silicon boule, and the last three numbers give the approximate longitudinal position of the end of the cylinder that is farther from the zero reference end of the long boule. For example, cylinder number 5061 495/092 (about 31 cm long) is the 61 cm to 92 cm portion of the 5061 495 boule. The ends of the cylinders were marked to permit identification of the smaller and larger longitudinal positions. Figure 7 shows the relative locations of the sub-boules and the positions from which the measurement crystals were cut. Thin disks, 102 mm in diameter and approximately 10 mm thick, were cut from each end of the eight cylinders using a circumferential saw. From these 16 thin disks, 11 crystals were cut and etched with a shape as shown in Fig. 5 . The crystals are 63 mm long, and the primary measurement positions are at the center of the boule, 20 mm from the center of the boule, and 40 mm from the center of the boule. Lattice comparator crystal identification numbers and approximate longitudinal locations in each of the long boules are given in Table 9 , columns 3 and 4, respectively.
The 11 Wacker-Siltronic silicon crystals were compared to the NW04 lattice comparator standard. A Wacker-Siltronic sample and the NW04 standard were mounted on the sample transport slide of the NIST lattice comparator and aligned with respect to the first crystal at each measurement position on the WackerSiltronic sample. The comparison of the Wacker-Siltronic crystals to the NW04 standard took place during approximately 11 weeks in April to July 2006.
The measured relative lattice parameter differences with respect to the NW04 crystal are given in Table 10 and Table 11 for the WS4-SRM and WS3-SRM material, respectively. The 40 mm position in crystal 8 was not measured because this crystal fractured during preparation, leaving usable crystal areas at 0 mm and 20 mm. The values are reported for (dWS4-SRM − dNW04)/dNW04 and (dWS3-SRM − dNW04)/dNW04. Average of all the measurements 14(13) × 10 −9
One measurement (crystal 2, 20 mm from center) differs significantly from other neighboring measurements in boule 5061 495. In order to determine if this result was due to a possible measurement error, an additional lattice comparison measurement was made at the 23 mm radial location on crystal 2. The measurements at 20 mm and 23 mm differ by only 3 × 10 −9 , and the result given in Table 10 (crystal 2, 20 mm from center) is the average of these two measurements. These measurements suggest that there is a localized variation in lattice spacing of about 40 × 10 −9 at this position in the WS4-SRM material. No further investigation of this anomaly was conducted. Figure 8 shows the average ∆d/d value measured in the three radial positions for each longitudinal position, lb, considered in the two boules. This gives preliminary information about the longitudinal variability of the lattice spacing within a given silicon ingot. From the information in Table 10 and Table 11 , the range and 95 % confidence levels (2 × standard deviation) were used to quantify the lattice spacing variability for each of the input boules and for the two https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 boules together. The results are given in Table 12 . The larger range for the WS4-SRM material is due to the measurement on crystal 2 (20 mm from center) discussed earlier. A more useful estimate of the variability of the input material is provided by the standard deviation of the ∆d measurements given in Tables 10 and 11 . To a first approximation, each of the measurements in Tables 10 and 11 represents an equal volume of the input material, which would be ground and then mixed in the production of SRM 640d, 640e, and 640f. In the certification of SRMs, uncertainties are typically expressed as 95 % confidence intervals (2σ). The values in Table 12 , row 3, are the 95 % confidence intervals (k = 2 expanded uncertainty) for each of the input boules and the two boules together. These lattice parameter distribution values confirm that the input material for SRMs 640d, 640e, and 640f has a uniform lattice spacing to a k = 2 expanded uncertainty of ∆d/d ≈ 30 × 10
. Histograms of the measurement results represented in Tables 10 and 11 are shown in Fig. 9 . The width of the histogram is consistent with the within-boule variability of 25 × 10 −9 that has been used previously in this paper. The lattice parameter values for the WS3-SRM and WS4-SRM silicon materials were determined by adjusting the absolute lattice spacing value of the NW04 standard sample by the measured lattice spacing differences between the WS3-SRM and WS4-SRM materials and the NW04 standard sample. Because the lattice spacings determined here will be associated with the entire boule, we chose the 95 % confidence levels for the uncertainties of the lattice comparison. The lattice spacing differences and the absolute lattice spacing values are given in Table 13 . The difference between the d220 values for WS3-PBD in Sec. 7 and for WS3-SRM in this section is much less than the uncertainties of the two measurements.
8.2
Powder Diffraction SRM 640c
The TS-SRM feedstock material was supplied by Topsil Semiconductor Materials, Denmark, as ten cylinders of vacuum float-zone silicon. Each cylinder had a diameter of 75 mm and a length as shown in Table 14a (along with the cylinder numbers given by the supplier). Disks, approximately 8 mm thick, were cut from each end of the ten cylinders (20 disks in all), and 20 crystal samples, 50 mm long, were produced (see Fig. 5 ).
The comparison of the 20 TS-SRM crystals to a standard took place during approximately five weeks in March and April 1997 before the W04 material was available to NIST. Thus, the crystals from the TS-SRM silicon were compared to a sample of the W17 material supplied by PTB. A TS-SRM silicon sample and the W17 standard were aligned on the sample transport slide of the NIST lattice comparator. Each sample was measured in at least three places, which were usually at the center of the boule (0 mm), 16 mm from the boule center, and 32 mm from the boule center. Both the standard and unknown crystals were carefully aligned at each measurement position.
The relative lattice spacing differences between the TS-SRM sample and the W17 standard (dTS-SRM − dW17)/dW17, are given in Table 14a . The R and L samples are from the right and left ends of each boule, respectively. Three additional measurements, which were made on two crystals (L21 and R37) at other radial locations (13 mm, 24 mm, and 33 mm), are reported in Table 14b . Each number is the average difference obtained from recording 16 to 24 profiles, and the uncertainty includes statistical and systematic contributions. Combining the 63 numbers in the tables, the average difference between the standard sample and the TS-SRM material is (dTS-SRM − dW17)/dW17 = −23(23) × 10
. The uncertainty is the standard deviation of all 63 measurements. The 95 % confidence interval (2σ) of these measurements is 47 × 10
and is a reasonable measure of the variability of the TS-SRM silicon material that was used to produce SRM 640c.
https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 A histogram showing the number of lattice difference measurements in a particular 10 × 10 −9 range is shown in Fig. 10 . This figure provides a picture of the uniformity of the TS-SRM material and the lattice spacing difference and uncertainty between the W17 standard and the TS-SRM silicon.
https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 The lattice parameter value for the TS-SRM silicon was determined by combining (1) the absolute lattice parameter value of the NW04 crystal given above, (2) the lattice parameter difference between W17 and NW04 from Ref. [3] , and (3) the lattice parameter difference between the TS-SRM silicon and the W17 standard reported here. The lattice parameter value for the TS-SRM silicon is given in Table 15 , along with the values associated with the three input measurements. The 95 % confidence interval was used for the relative uncertainty of the TS-SRM to W17 comparison because the lattice parameter value is associated with the entire lot of TS-SRM material. 
Summary
In this paper, the most accurate X-ray/optical interferometer lattice spacing measurements on a nearly perfect float-zone Si material, W04, were transferred to six unknown Si samples by lattice comparison measurements. The lattice comparison results include measurements made at NIST over the past 20 years. Some of the measurements have been previously published, some have appeared in internal reports and calibration certificates, and some are recent measurements and internal consistency checks. The recent measurements were made to provide a more direct connection between the W04 material and the samples used in standards programs at NIST. The lattice spacing of unknown Si samples determined in this paper are collected in Table 16 and Fig. 11 . All the measurements in this report involved high-quality natural silicon material grown under wellcontrolled conditions. Four of the samples were supplied by one company (Wacker-Siltronic), but over a 20 year span. The SRM materials (WS3-SRM, WS4-SRM, and TS-SRM) involved many lattice comparisons, which were averaged to get the values and uncertainties in Table 16 . The seven lattice spacings in Table 16 have a small spread, indicating the reliability of commercial silicon crystal growth techniques for the materials included in this study. The maximum and minimum values (the range) have a relative difference of 3.8 × 10 . This value is for an ideal single crystal of naturally occurring Si that is free of impurities and imperfections and was obtained through the adjustment process using a collection of X-ray/optical interferometry measurements and lattice spacing comparisons and includes corrections for impurities carefully measured within the W04 material [29] . In the collection of input data, the X-ray/optical interferometry measurement for the W04 material contributed the smallest uncertainty https://doi.org/10.6028/jres.122.024 and thus carried the largest weighting. For the W04 boule, the presence of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen impurities introduced a relative reduction of the lattice spacing from the idealized CODATA value by ∆dimp/d = -10(5) × 10 −9 [29] . Applying this correction to the 2014 CODATA value produces: CODATA_W04 d220 = 192.015 569 5(33) × 10 −12 (t = 22.5 °C, p = 0 Pa, ∆dimp/d applied), which is very close to the values assigned to the lattice comparator standard crystal (NW04), and which is essentially indistinguishable from the average of the Si materials that were measured in this study and plotted in Fig. 11 . Hence, when working with high-quality nearly perfect float-zone Si single crystals, it is reasonable to employ this 2014 CODATA recommended value, corrected for typical impurity levels and indicated in red in Fig. 11 . For more demanding applications, lattice comparison facilities exist to verify the lattice spacing of particular and special samples.
For most diffraction instruments, the uncertainty in the wavelength scale is limited by the diffraction angle measurement and not the crystal lattice spacing values. The lattice spacing values and uncertainties in Table 16 are likely, for the foreseeable future, to be useful for the ongoing development and dissemination of NIST wavelength and powder diffraction X-ray standards that rely upon the crystal diffraction method.
